Fast Facts
Where did this system come from and
why is it different from other types of
testing?
*
It originated with German medical doctors over
a half a century ago and has been used by health
practitioners not only in Europe, but throughout the
world. It’s been compared to an ‘early warning’
system.
*
Often the approach to health care is to wait until the
person is sick or feels bad, and only then treat the
symptoms. This test tries to find the cause even
before symptoms show up, possibly preventing
something which could be more serious.
*
The Bio-Energetic Functions Test, seeks to identify
the weak areas of the body that gave way to the
invading agents in the first place.
It may identify the organs or systems in areas which
might otherwise develop into something more serious
or that had been missed or overlooked.
*
It’s a quick and inexpensive test that almost anyone
would benefit from. It allows the patient to be
involved with his or her own healthcare.

1. Each day the human heart pumps nearly 2,000
gallons of blood.
2. Human bones are four times stronger than
concrete.
3. Each kidney houses 1 million filters that help
purify your blood and body fluids.
4. Nerve impulses to and from the brain travel as
fast as 170 miles per hour.
5. The brain operates on the same amount of
power as 10-watt light bulb.
6. Your brain uses 20% of the oxygen that enters
your bloodstream.
7. 80% of the brain is water.
8. The largest internal organ is the small
intestine.
9. The human heart creates enough pressure to
squirt blood 30 feet.
10. The human body is estimated to have 60,000
80% ofvessels.
the brain is water.
miles of blood
11. You get a new stomach lining every three to
four days.
12. The surface area of a human lung is equal to a
tennis court.
13. Scientists have counted over 500 different liver
functions.
14. You could remove a large part of your internal
organs and survive.
15. A full bladder is roughly the size of a soft ball.
16. Your teeth start growing 6 months before you
are born.
17. After eating too much, your hearing is less
sharp.
18. Your eyes are always the same size from birth
but your nose and ears never stop growing.
19. It takes 17 muscles to smile and 43 to frown.
20. Over 90% of diseases are caused or
complicated by stress.
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Bio-energetic
Functions Evaluation
Is a Test
To Measure The Bodies
Energy Systems & Stress
Levels To Help Indicate
Why You May Be Feeling
The Way You Do.

Where Is The Problem?
Functions Evaluation
(BFE)
What is this type of testing?

Does My Internal Balance Change?

Bio-Energetic

It is a form of Electronic Biofeedback Testing
which is used to conduct an evaluation of a
persons energetic health, stress levels and balance
which may be affecting the nervous system,
muscles, vital organs, glands, spine, and the
possible involvement of teeth

A Quick, Painless Test

As a person moves toward health or away from
health, the condition of any particular organ or
system may be known.
1 One can then see whether or not the patient is
getting better or,
2. If the treatment is working, or if something else
is needed.
3. The progress of any treatment can be measured
The stress or disbalance can be analyzed and
rebalanced with specific therapy to the areas
that need attention.

How is the test done?
What else can this test tell me?

This process is painless and involves measuring
electrical conductivity at responsive points on
the skin - typically on the hands and feet.
The location of the test point generally corresponds
to an 'acupuncture' point, or peripheral nerve
ending.

What is the benefit of the test?
Balance
By measuring these nerve endings or meridian
points, we can tell whether or not they are
balanced or unbalanced, in a “hyper” (too much
energy) or “hypo’” (too little) energy state.
Imbalance = harmful stress, called distress, this can
ultimately lead to various named dis-ease states.

How will I know the results?
These measurements are recorded and are usually
printed out to help provide a profile of a persons
balance or unbalance of the body. One can then
see on a chart where the stressed areas are and
can be given specific therapy for the area that is
‘unbalanced’.

It is like a powerful early warning tool for
preventing more severely stressed states of ill
health or dis-ease.
It can also help us understand why some chronic
conditions aren't responding to treatment, due to
hidden or underlying energetic disturbances.
It may identify the causal chain of other parts of
the body that may be being affected.

Where is the allergies
Everything In Nature Is In Balance, Are You?

How Do These Imbalances Happen?

Chart Showing Un-balanced Energy Patterns

Accidents, injuries, trauma, stress and allergies
also disrupt healthy energetic balance. These ill
effects can continue to disrupt normal function for
a lifetime, unless they're specifically cleared &
rebalanced .Many times, things are unjustly
blamed on genetics. However, while genetic
influences can surely pre-dispose us toward certain
problems, they can also be lessened with certain
lifestyle changes and with specific supportive
remedies.
To identify what is really needed takes more than
guesswork or just adding more drugs or vitamins.

